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Identification andEmotion

in Narrative Film
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When film viewers are asked to describe their emotional reactions to films

they often appeal to the notion of identification.They say things such as "1
could really identifywith that character" "the filmwasno good: there wasn't
a single character I could identify with" or "I felt so badly about what hap
pened to her, because I strongly identified with her." It is part of the folk
wisdom of responding to films (and to literature) that audiences sometimes
identify with characters, that the success or failure of a film partly depends
on whether this identification occurs, and that the quality and strength of
emotional responses depend on identification. It seems that any theorist in
terested in our emotional reactions to films must give an account of the
nature of this process of identification and explain its importance in shap
ing responses. And there would appear to be no room for denying the exis
tence and importance of spectatorial identification.

Yet film theory has exhibited a curious reaction to this folk wisdom. On
the one hand psychoanalytically inspiredtheories have respondedpositively
to these claims but treated them in hyperbolic fashion. Drawing on Lacan,
such theories hold that the child is constituted as a subject through an actof
identification with her own image in the mirror at the ageof 6 to 18 months;
the powerof cinema in giving an impression of reality and as an ideological
devicelies in its ability to re-enact this basic process of identification. Film
identification according to Jean-Louis Baudry has a dual aspect:

One can distinguish twolevels of identification.The first,attached to the image
itself, derives from the characterportrayedas a centerof secondaryidentifica
tions,carrying an identitywhichconstantlymustbeseized and re-established.
Thesecondlevel permitsthe appearance of the first and places it "in action"—
this is the transcendental subject whose place is taken by the camera which
constitutes and rules the objects in the "world."1
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While they acknowledge the existence of character identification central
to the folk theory, psychoanalytic theories thusdemoteit to a secondary sta
tus. The notion of the identification of the viewer with an invisible observer

becomes central, an identification that constitutes the identity of the viewer
asan illusorily unified, ideological subject. Besides this sidelining of the no
tion of character identification, the dominant trend in psychoanalytic theo
ries also departs from the folkview in regarding the viewer as becoming a
fetishist, sadist, and voyeur through his actsof identification.2

Those film theorists and philosophers who draw on analytical philoso
phy and cognitivesciencegenerallyhave little time for such psychoanalytic
construals of spectators' responses. But rather than simplystripping out the
psychoanalytic components from the notion of identification, they have in
most cases rejected the claim that identification occurs at all. Noel Carroll
writes that "identification ... is not the correct model for describing the
emotional responses of spectators";3 Gregory Currie argues that identifica
tion does not occur in the point-of-view shot;4and even Murray Smith, who
has some sympathy with the idea of identification, generally presents his
own concept of engagement not as an analysis of identification but as an
improved concept with which to replace it.5

This suspicion of the notion of identification by theorists of a cognitivist
stripe is striking given the widespread use of it in ordinary viewers' reports
of their interactions with films, and indeed of the use of the notion more

generally in ordinary life, as when we talk of identifying with our friends.
And it also fuels the accusation by psychoanalytic theorists that the cognitive
paradigm is peculiarly unsuited to account for emotional responses to films.
For if the cognitive view rejects appeal to a central notion required to expli
cate spectators' emotions, how can it give an adequate account of those emo
tions?

This, then, is the situation that confronts anyone interested in the notion
of identification in film. The task of this chapter is to rehabilitate the notion
of identification for cognitivisttheories of film,to showthat the notion does
not suffer from the deep conceptual confusions alleged against it, and to
demonstrate that it has explanatory power in accounting for spectators'
emotional responses to films. The argument will require several new dis
tinctions to be drawn, but these involverefining the notion of identification,
not abandoning it.

The Concept of Identification
The notion of identification can seemdeeplyodd. Its etymological root is of
"making identical."Thus it would seem that when I identify with a charac
ter I merge my identity with his, which would "requiresome sort of curious
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metaphysical process, like Mr. Spock's Vulcan mind-meld, between theaudi
ence member and the protagonist."6 This is notjustdeeply oddbut actually
impossible: two people cannot be made (numerically) the same without
ceasing to exist. But here, as quite generally, etymology is a bad guide to
meaning. Any argument exploiting this etymology to show that identifica
tiondoes not exist would belike anargument thatnoted that"television" has
as its etymological root "seeing ata distance," argued that we do notliterally
see things at a distance when we lookat a television screen, but only their
images, andconcluded that televisions donotexist. Thequestion is notwhat
theetymology of thetermisbutofwhatit means, and themeaning ofa term
is a matter of its use in the language.

Sohow do we use the term "identification"when weapply it to a charac
ter in a fiction? One use is simply to saythat one cares for the character. To
say that there isnoonein a film with whom onecan identify is simply in this
usage to report that one does not care about what happens to any of the
characters. But in such a use, the fact that I identify with a character cannot
explain why I care for her, for such a purported explanation would be en
tirely vacuous. The natural thought here isthatidentification intheexplana
tory sense isa matter ofputting oneself in thecharacter's shoes, andbecause
onedoes so onemay come to care for her. Butwhat is this notionof placing
oneself in someone else's position?

Psychoanalytic and Brechtian theories, given their belief in mainstream
cinema asa form of illusionism, might naturally holdthat just asthe viewer
is somehow under the illusion that the cinematic events are real, so she is
somehow under the illusion that she is the character with whom she identi
fies. But that would credit the viewer of a film with an extraordinary degree
ofirrationality; itwould hold that she does notbelieve that she is sitting safely
in the dark, as is clearly the case, but thatshe believes she isswinging from a
rope onamountaintop, orshooting atvillains, orotherwise doing whatever
the film represents the character as doing.

Amore plausible version of this story would hold that a"suspension of
disbelief" occurs in the cinema: the viewer believes that she is not the fictional
character, but that beliefissomehow bracketed from her motivational set.In
such cases theviewer reacts as if'she believes that she is the character depicted,
even though she does not infact believe this tobe the case. But then many of
the viewer's reactions to the film fail to make sense under this assumption:
for instance, since characters in horror films rarely want to suffer the terrors
that tormentthem,viewers whoidentify with these characters should storm
out of the exits at the first appearance of these films, for on this construal
of identification they should react as if they believed they were these char
acters.7

A better version of the identification view would hold, rather, that the

i
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viewer imagines herself to be the character with whom she identifies. This,
then, is part of the explanation ofwhy she comes to care for the character, if
she indeed does. But this formulation raises new worries, for it may beob
jected that it makes no sense to talk about imagining oneself to be someone
else. Arguably there are no possible worlds in which Iam identical with some
other person—they are simply worlds in which Ipossess that other person's
properties without being him. So how can I imagine being another person?
Similar worries apply ifone holds that itmakes no sense to think that Icould
be different insome radical way from theperson I am (Icould not have been
a tenth-century female Eskimo, for instance). The reply is that even ifone
accepted claims ofthis kind, itwould not follow that one could not imagine
things that the claims hold are impossible. We can, in fact, imagine things
that are not just metaphysically but even logically impossible—for instance,
that Hobbes actually did square the circle (as atone time he thought he had
done). And we do that not infrequently in responding to fiction—we may be
asked to imagine people going back in time and conceiving themselves, we
may be asked to imagine werewolves, or people turning into trees, or intelli
gent, talkative rats complaining about lordly, overbearing toads.

However, there is still aproblem with holding that one imagines oneself
to be another person when one identifies with him. As Richard Wollheim has
noted, ifI imagine myself tobe aparticular character (say, Jeeves), then since
identity is asymmetrical relation, this is equivalent to the claim that I imag
ine Jeeves to be me. But the two imaginings are very different projects: in the
former case I imagine myself in Jeeves's position, serving and manipulating
Bertie Wooster; in the second case I imagine Jeeves surreptitiously taking
over my life, and I become disconcertingly butler-like.8

What we should conclude from this isthat theactof imaginative identi
fication involves imagining—not, strictly speaking, being that other person,
but rather imagining being in her situation, where the idea ofher situation
encompasses everyproperty she possesses, including all her physical and psy
chological traits (so we imagine the world from her physical and psycholog
ical perspective). Hence what I do in imaginatively identifying myself with
Jeeves is imagining being in his situation, doing what he does, feeling what
he does, and soon. And thatis clearly different from imagining Jeeves being
in my situation.

Wollheim has objected to this construal ofidentification: he holds that
since I do not imagine myself to be identical to Jeeves, the account would
allow me while imagining myself in his situation to imagine meeting him,
which my imaginative project surely rules out.9 And it is indeed true that my
imaginative project rules this out, but that is in fact compatible with imag
ining myself to be in Jeeves's situation. For as we have understood the notion
ofa person's situation, it comprises all ofhis properties; these include not
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just his contingent properties but also his modal properties, such as neces
sarily not being a number, necessarily having the potential for self-con
sciousness, and necessarily not beingable to meet himself. Thus Jeeves (fic
tionally) hasthe property of necessarily not beingableto meet himself, that
is,necessarily not beingable to meetJeeves. Hence, were the question raised
of whether I could properlyimagine myself meetingJeeves whenI am imag
iningmyself in hissituation,I ought to rule out imagining meetinghim. For
I ought to imagine possessing those of his properties which are relevant to
this situation, in particular the modal property of being unable to meet
Jeeves. Thus Wollheim's rejectionof the account of identification in terms of
imagining oneselfin another's situation looks plausible only on an overly
narrow understanding of someone's situation that excludes certain of his
modal properties.

This account of identification also fits how we talk of imaginative acts.
We frequently talkof understanding someoneby imagining ourselves in her
situation, of putting ourselves in her shoes. And we come to understand her
by imaginatively projecting ourselves into her external situation, imaginar-
ily altering those aspects of our personalities which differ from hers, and
then relying on our dispositions to respond in various ways, so as to work
out what other things she might reasonably be supposed to be feeling.10

Even on this construal of imaginative identification, however, the idea
that identification occurs in films seems to encounter fundamental difficul

ties. It is often supposed that one of the central cases of cinematic identifi
cation is when weare shown a point-of-view shot; heresurelyweare asked
to identify with a character: we literally take up her perspective. But this
claim hasmet witha barrageof objections. Currie has urged that if identifi
cation occurred in the point-of-view shot, then the viewer would have to
imagine that whathappens to the characterhappens to her and that shepos
sesses the most obvious and dramaticallysalient characteristicsof the char
acter, and it wouldhave to be that shehasor imagines shehassome concern
with andsympathy for the values and projects of the character. Butnone of
these, says Currie, need be the case. I oftendo not imagine any of the events
happening to the character happening to myself, nor do I imagine myself
having any of his characteristics, nor need I have the least sympathywith
him—consider, forinstance, the frequent useof point-of-view shotsin hor
ror films, taken from the perspective of the killer.11 Smith has also argued
that the point-of-view shot need not giveaccess to the character's subjectiv
ity: indeed,the point-of-viewshot in horror filmsoften functions to disguise
the killer's identity.12

These points about point-of-view shots are well taken, but they do not
force us. to abandon the claim that identification can occur in such cases.

Once we construe identification as a matter of imagining oneself in a char-
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acter's situation, the issue becomes pertinent of which aspects of the charac
ter's situation one imagines oneself in. Aswe have seen, we should construe
the situation of the character in terms of what properties she possesses. Her
physical properties include her size, physical position, the physical aspectsof
her actions, and so on. Her psychological properties can be thought of in
terms of her perspective on the (fictional) world. But that perspective is not
just a visual one (how things look to her); wecan also think of the character
as possessing an affective perspective on events (how she feels about them),
a motivational perspective (what she is motivated to do in respect of them),
an epistemic perspective (what she believesabout them), and so forth. Thus
the question to ask whenever someone talks of identifying with a character
is in what respects does she identifywith the character? The act of identifica
tion is aspectual. To identify perceptuallywith a character is to imaginesee
ing from his point of view; to identify affectively with him is to imagine feel
ing what he feels; to identify motivationally is to imagine wanting what he
wants; to identifyepistemically with him is to imagine believing what he be
lieves,and so on. What the objections rehearsed above force us to see is that
just because one is identifying perceptually with the character, it does not
follow that one is identifyingmotivationally or affectively with him,nor does
it follow that one imagines that one has his physical characteristics.

This may seem to distort the concept of identification. Surely, it will be
urged that the notion of identification is a global concept that is,we imag
ine,being in that person'ssituation in all respects, and in talkingof aspectual
identification we are in effect abandoning the notion of identification.

On the contrary, if identification were global, it could not in practice
occur. Even a fictional character has an indeterminately large number of
properties (most of which willbe implicit,not explicitly stated by the text or
film), and a realperson has an infinite number of such properties. It would
not be possible to imagineoneselfas possessing allof theseproperties. And,
of course, one does not do so: one pickson thosecharacteristicsthat are rel
evant for the purpose of one's imagining. Nor should someone hold that
even though one does not imagine all these properties holding of oneself,
one ought to do so. For evenif one held (which I earlier argued against) that
identification with a character requiresyou to imagine beingidentical with
that character, it is not in general true that oneis required to imagine allof
the consequences of one's imaginings. As Kendall Walton has pointed out,
very often fiction requires you not to imagine such consequences; Othello
speaks extraordinarily poetic verse, while saying that he is plain of speech,
and yet no one notices this. Whyis this so? Toraise the question would be to
ask a"sillyquestion"; even though in the realworld there would be an answer
to this question, there is no answer in the world of the fiction.13 What we are
to imagine is shaped by the knowledge that we are looking at an artifact
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designed to prescribe certain imaginings, and our imaginingsare shaped by
the demands of the context.

It hassometimes beenobjected that the ideaof identification ismuchtoo
crude a notion, reducing the possibilities of our relations to characters to
either being identified with a character or distanced from her, and thus we
need to abandon the notion.14 Oncewe recognize the existence of aspectual
identification, wecansee that recognitionof thesecomplexities iswell within
the grip of the notion of identification.Sincewehavedistinguisheddifferent
aspects of identification, we can hold that the fact that we are perceptually
identified with a character does not entail that we are affectively identified
with her—the fact that we are imagining seeing from her perspective does
not require us to imagine wanting whatshe wants, or imagine feeling what
she feels. It then becomes a matter of substantive theorizing to investigate
under what conditions one form of identification fosters another. It would

be surprising, given the complexity of film art in general, if one could find
any invariant, law-like principles for linking different aspects of identifica
tion together. But that leaves plenty of space for investigating how one form
of identification may tend (other things being equal) to promote another
form, or forhowcertain film techniques maytend to enhance somekindsof
identification.

So far we have been following out the implications of the thought that
identification involves imagining oneselfin another's situation. This ideaof
imaginative identification is,however,not exhaustive of all that people mean
when they talk of identification.Consider the idea of empathy,which is nat
urally thought of as a kind of identification, and a very important one at
that. If someone has a parent die, identifyingwith the bereaved person char
acteristically takes the form of taking on her feelings, sharing them ("I feel
your pain," "I knowwhat it's liketo undergo that loss"). Butnote that this is
different from the notion of affective identification as we have characterized

it. That requiredthe viewer to imagine feeling what a person (or a character
fictionally) feels; empathy requires the viewer actually to feel what a person
(or a character fictionally) feels.

Nowit is plausible that empathy requiresone imaginatively to enter into
a character'smind and to feel with him becauseof one's imaginingof his sit
uation.15 But that is to say that empathic identification requires some form
of imaginative identification; it is not to conflate the two phenomena. It is
possible to identifywith a character affectively, imagining his sorrow,anger,
or fear, yetnot empathize withhim,since one doesnot actually feel sorrow
ful, angry, or afraid with him. In fact, it isonlythosetheorists who allow for
the possibility of feeling real emotions toward merely imagined situations
whocaneven allow for the existence of empathicidentification with fictional
characters (though theycan,of course, allow forsuchidentification withreal
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people). The idea ofempathic identification is that one feels toward the sit
uation that confronts the character what the character (fictionally) feels
toward it; and since that situation is merely fictional, the possibility of real
emotions directed toward situations known merely to be fictional must be
allowed.16

The final notion we need to discuss is that of sympathy.As earlier noted,
sometimes to talk of identification with a character is simply to say that one
sympathizes with him. But if we want to retain identification asan explana
tory concept, we should mark this off as adistinct usage. And, in fact, sym
pathy and empathic identification are distinct notions. To sympathize with
a character is in a broad sense to care for him, to be concerned for him. (We
neednot care forhimmerely because he issuffering sympathy in thenarrow
sensesince one can talk, for instance, of having sympathy with the goals of a
political party, even though that party is not suffering.) This care can be
manifested in a variety of mentalstates: fearing forwhat maybefall him,get
ting angry on his behalf, pitying him, feeling elated athis triumphs, and so
forth. These states need have no relation to what he is feeling: I may pity him
because he has been knocked into a coma in a road accident and is feeling
nothing; I may be angry on hisbehalf for what has been done to him, even
though he may be stoical about it; I may fear for what will befall him, even
though he is sublimely unaware of theimminent danger inwhich hestands.
Empathy, in contrast, requires one to share in the feelings one ascribes to
him: I am empathically angry if and only if (I believe or imagine) thathe is
angry, and the thought ofhis anger controls and guides the formation ofmy
anger.17 So if he is in a coma and not feeling anything, nothing counts as
empathizing with him. Since most people are concerned for themselves,
empathizing with themwill involve sharing this concern, and hence sympa
thizing with them. Butthe co-occurrence ofsympathy andempathy iscon
tingent onthe psychology oftheperson with whom we are empathizing and
sympathizing, rather than showing that these two kinds of dispositions to
feel are the same.

These distinctions also allow us to answer an influential objection to the
idea of identification advanced by Carroll. Carroll holds that identification
with a character requires one to feel what she is feeling. But, he points out,
thecorrespondence between what the viewer feels and what acharacter feels
is normallyat most a partialone.Awomanisswimming in the sea, unaware
that she is in imminent danger of attack by ashark: she is happy,we are tense
and fearful. Oedipus feels guilt for what he has done: we donotfeel guilt, but
pity him. And Carroll holds that a partial correspondence of feelings is in
sufficient for identification.18

Insofar as Carroll is discussing the notion of identification here, it must
be that of empathic identification, for he is discussing what the audience
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actually feels, not justwhatit imagines feeling. So, even if successful, hiscri
tique does not undermine the notion of imaginative identification. More
over, because wehave seenthat the activity of identification is always aspec
tual (and therefore partial), it cannot be an objection to identification that
thecorrespondences between whattheaudience isfeeling andwhatthechar
acters are fictionally feeling are only partial. For identification always ispar
tial.19 Further,whatCarroll's examples showis that our responses to charac
ters' situations are often sympathetic (we are concerned at the swimmer's
situation, even though shedoes not recognize thedanger andsofeels nofear),
rather than empathic.But this point hardlyshowsthat empathy neveroccurs:
when the swimmer does recognize the danger and panics, we thenshare her
fear.

Carroll objects to this last move: heholds thatwe do not sharetheswim
mer's fear because her fear is self-directed, whereas our fear is directed to
ward her. However, this objection fails to see the significance of the imagi
native elementinvolved in empathic identification. That is,we have to place
ourselves imaginatively in the swimmer's situation in order to empathize
withher. ThuswhenI imagine the shark'sattackon theswimmer, I am imag
ining theshark's attack on me(since I am imaginarily in her situation), and
hence I can share the swimmer's fear, since in both cases it is self-directed.20

Identification and FilmTechniques

Sofar I have defended the concept of identification from the claimthat it is
mysterious or incoherent bydistinguishing different kindsof identification:
on the one hand,imaginative identification (imaginarily putting oneself in
another's position),which is in turn subdivided into perceptual, affective,
motivational, epistemic, and perhaps other forms of identification; and on
theotherhand, empathic identification, which requires oneactually toshare
the character's (fictional) emotions because of one's imaginarily projecting
oneself into the character's situation. On the basis of these different kinds of
identification, one maycometo sympathize with the character(this sympa
thy, as we have noted, is sometimes itself thought of asa kind of identifica
tion, but we shall treat it as one possible upshot of identification, since one
can sympathize with someone without employing any sort of imaginative
projection into his position). I have also deployed these distinctions to de
fend the claim that identification occurs in films against the sorts of objec
tionsthat areoften raised against it. Given these distinctions between differ
ent kinds of identification, we can now examine in more detail the role of
identification in our relations to films.

As earlier remarked, the point-of-view shot is often thought of as the
locus of character identification in film. In fact, it is the locus of perceptual
identification (the viewer imagining seeing what the character fictionally
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sees), and it does not follow that the viewer identifies with the character in
all other respects. The example ofashot in ahorror film taken from the point
of view ofthe killer shows that there is no necessary tendency to empathize
with the character whose visual perspective we imaginarily occupy. However,
since we now have the distinction between affective and empathic identifica
tion in place, we can see that there may be atendency to affective identifi
cation resulting from this shot: that is, other things being equal this shot may
get us to imagine what the character is feeling (though we need not actually
feel itourselves, i.e., we need not empathize with him). Consider the shot in
The Silence of the Lambs taken from the point of view of Buffalo Bill, who is
wearing green-tinted night-glasses, looking at Starling (Jodie Foster) while
she flails around in the dark, desperately trying to defend herself from him.
Certainly, we have no tendency here to empathize or sympathize with Bill—
our sympathies lie entirely with Starling—but the shot does tend to foster
our imagining of Bill's murderous feelings (partly because we can see their
terrifying effect on Starling).21

The point-of-view shot, besides being an instance of perceptual identifi
cation and having atendency to foster affective identification, also fosters a
kind of epistemic identification. For the latter requires us to imagine believ
ing what the characters fictionally believe; and some beliefs are perceptual.
However, the idea of epistemic identification is broader than that of percep
tual identification, since we may occupy the character's epistemic perspec
tive by virtue ofhaving our knowledge ofwhat is happening restricted to her
knowledge (this is characteristic of the detective film, for instance).22

Though the point-of-view shot is the characteristic form of perceptual
identification in film, itis not the only type. This is demonstrated by another
shot from The Silence of the Lambs. Consider the scene in which Starling and
the other FBI agents are in the autopsy room with one of Buffalo Bill's vic
tims, who has been partially flayed by him. It is only towards the end of the
scene that we are finally shown the corpse itself; up to this point we are con
fined to watching the investigators' reactions, particularly Starling's. Watch
ing Foster's finely nuanced performance, which registers barely controlled
disgust and fear modulated by pity for the victim, we are invited to imagine
what she sees without actually being shown it. The result is that what we
imagine her seeing is very likely worse than what we are finally shown, since
each viewer, watching the emotions registered on her face, is invited to imag
ine something that will justify these emotions, and so tends to imagine what
ever would make these emotions appropriate toher: each imagines her own
private nightmare scenario. Thus the expressive reaction shot, as well as the
point-of-view shot, can cue the spectator to imagine seeing from the char
acter's point of view.

Furthermore, as the example also shows, the reaction shot can bea more
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effective vehicle for affective and empathic identification with a character
than is the point-of-viewshot.23 The reaction shot showsthe human face or
body, whichwe are expert at interpreting for signsof emotion, and through
the art of a consummate actor like Foster we can obtain a very full sense of
whatthe character is feeling. Hence weare provided with a largeamount of
information withwhichto engage accurately in affective identification.

Moreover, if we are confronted with visual evidence of an individual's
suffering, wehave a strong tendency to empathize and sympathize with her.
Tales of mass disasters in distant countries also have the power to move us
to empathy and sympathy, but generally more effective is a confrontation
with the individual visage, with the particularities of an individual's plight
etched in her expression. Recall the way, for instance, that aid agencies em
ploy photographsof individuals in states of distress asa way more effectively
to conveytheir messageof mass suffering.

As noted earlier, the point-of-view shot also has some tendency to move
us to affective identification.But it has the disadvantage of having lessinfor
mation to convey about what the character is feeling, and because of the
absenceof a shot of the face,has lesspower to move us to empathy and sym
pathy. The point-of-view shot has in fact fairly crude options available for
the conveying of feelings. It may employ a shaking camera to convey unrest
and uncertainty (think for instance of the hand-held, jiggling shots in Cas
savetes'A Woman Under theInfluence [1974], which conveysomething of the
troubled minds of the married couple). It may employ low-angle shots to
convey a senseof beingdominatedbyother characters (think of someof the
low-angleshots of Kane [Orson Welles] in Citizen Kane [1941]). Even more
radically, the entire mise enscene maybe set up so as to convey a character's
troubled state of mind (think of the shot from the crazed artist Borg's per
spective of the dinner guests in Bergman's Hour of the Wolf [1968]). If we
contrast these fairly simple options with the subtleties of Foster's reaction
shot in the autopsyscene, we can see that on the whole the reaction shot is
moreimportantthan thepoint-of-view shot in mobilizing affective andem
pathic identification.

Epistemic identification alsohasa tendencyto foster empathy, though in
moreindirect ways thandoesthe expressive reaction shot.If our knowledge
of what is fictional in the film corresponds to a high degree with that of a
particular character, there is a tendency to identify affectively and to em
pathize with that character, even if we are antecedently not disposed to do
so. Consider a scene in which we follow the movements of a group of crim
inals engaged on a job; we watch them being vigilant, stopping lesttheybe
discovered, being alarmed at dangers, being hopeful about the success of the
crime, and so on. In these caseswhere we have the same epistemic point of
view on the events as theydo,we can easily find ourselves empathizingwith
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them and wanting their crime to succeed, even though normally we would
not want this. ,

Amore complex example of this phenomenon occurs in Harold Ramis s
Groundhog Day (1993)- Pete the weatherman (Bill Murray) is caught in a
comic version ofNietzsche's eternal recurrence, condemned to live the same
day over again and again until he gets it right. Our feelings for Pete are ini
tially complex: his humor is hip and funny, but his cynicism is upfront, too,
and our affections are divided between him and his colleagues. As the film
progresses we increasingly empathize and sympathize with him.This is partly
because he grows morally and becomes amore attractive figure. But it is also
because we are stuck in the same epistemic situation as he is. No one apart
from him and the viewer realizes that the scenes we are seeing have been
played out many times before: we thus share the knowledge about what is
happening with him and find it increasingly difficult to look at the world
from any other point of view than his because we know that all the other
characters do not appreciate what is going on. Here epistemic identification
tends tofoster our empathy and sympathy with the character.

In addition to these factors, there are others that tend to foster empathy
and sympathy. First, empathy and sympathy are mutually self-reinforcing.
To empathize with acharacter involves feeling what fictionally she is feeling;
since most characters have aconcern for their own welfare, by empathizing
with them one will also be sympathetic to them, that is, one will be con
cerned for them. Conversely, if one is sympathetic to a character, one will
tend to align one's emotions with his, feel what he feels, and so empathize
with him.

Second, and more obviously, we tend to sympathize with characters who
are represented as having various attractive traits. Awide range of traits can
foster such responses: characters maybe witty (as is Pete the weatherman),
physically attractive, interestingly complex, and so forth. In Neil Jordan's Be
Crying Game (1992) our sympathies are mobilized toward Jody (the British
soldier, played by Forest Whitaker), Fergus (the IRA member, played by
Stephen Rea) and Dil (the transvestite, played by Jaye Davidson) by their vul
nerability: Jody is vulnerable because he appears to be in imminent danger
ofbeing killed by the IRA yet is in Northern Ireland for no better reason than
that he needed ajob; Fergus is vulnerable because he does not believe in the
credo of violence to which he is ostensibly committed and is himself then
endangered by it (and his vulnerability is displayed in his remark to Jody that
"I'm not good for much"); and Dil is vulnerable because of her marginal
social and sexual situation. Besides these kinds ofcharacter traits that can pro
mote empathy and sympathy, the knowledge of who is playing the character
can also materially engage our feelings. Hitchcock, for instance, was master
at deploying this technique. Considered in terms ofhis character traits, Scotty
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Dil (Jaye Davidson) and Fergus (Stephen Rea) in Neil Jordan's
The Crying Game (1992).

(James Stewart) in Vertigo (1958) is afairly unsympathetic character; but we
are encouraged to empathize with him partly because of our epistemic iden
tification (up to the point of Madeleine/Judy's [Kim Novak] flashback we
are unaware of the plot that has been hatched against him, and are largely
confined to his knowledge of events) and also because he is played by James
Stewart, with his long history of playing folksy, sympathetic heroes.

So the notion ofidentification can be refined so as to avoid the objec
tions frequently leveled against it, and this refinement allows us the creation
of theories of some complexity by examining the relations between different
kinds ofidentification. The refined notions still allow for animportant con
nection between identification and emotion. This is displayed partly in the
constitutive connection between empathic feelings and identification: em
pathy is feeling what acharacter feels because one imaginatively projects
oneself into his situation. And the connection between identification and
emotion is also displayed in some causal connections: as we have seen, epis
temic identification tends to foster empathy, and affectively identifying with
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acharacter, particularly when her situation is vividly imagined, tends to pro
duce empathy with him. Thus the common view that there is an important
connecTon between identification and emotional response to films has re

ived apartial defense, based on distinguishing different notions 0. identi
fication. However, the theorist's claim that the point-of-view shot hesatthe
heart of cinematic identification has fared less well. It certainly constitutes a
characteristic form of perceptual identification, but it is not *£**£
the reaction shot, too, can invite us to imagine seeing from acharacter per
spective. And while the point-of-view shot may have some tendency to get
us affectively to identify with the character concerned, it is not as effective in
this respect as the reaction shot, and the latter is vastly more effective m
engaging our empathy and sympathy.

Identification and Learning

Identification, then, plays an important role in our emotional responses to
films. It also plays asignificant part in teaching ns how to respond emonon-
ally to fictionally delineated situations. There are at leas, two basic forms that
Z kind of learnmg may take. The first is that through empathy our mo
tional reactions mirror those of acharacter, and that as she grows emotion-
ally we do, too, learning to respond to situations in away that we and she
would previously have found inappropriate. The second bas.c type of learn
ing results from identifying with acharacter, but coming to realize that her
reactions are in some ways inappropriate to her situation, and discovering
that there is adeeper perspective on her situation, different from her own. In
the first case, both we and the character grow emotionally together; in the
second only we may grow while the character remains much the same The
first possibility is illustrated by The Crying Game; the second by Max Ophuls s
Letter from an Unknown Woman (1948)-

In The Crying Game we are led after the traumat.c death of Jody to iden
tify (epistemically, affectively, and empathically) with Fergus, ^0 >s trau
matized by lod/s death and eager to escape the IRA. Jody has asked Fergus
to take care of his lover, Dil; Fergus has seen apicture of her and found he
very attractive. He falls in love with her, she performs oral sex on him, and at
the turning point of the film she appears naked before him: Dil is aman. Fer
gus is aghast, strikes Dil, throws up in the toilet, storms out Since the audi
ence has been epistemically closely identified with Fergus throughout, they
are also likely to be astounded by the discovery (Jaye Davidson simperson
ation of awoman is extraordinarily convincing). The rest of the film is the
story of how Fergus comes to accept the fact that he loves Dil, even hough
Dil is male ("I preferred you as agirl"), and goes to prison for her sake.

The Crying Game is thematically very rich, engaging with issues of race,
gender and love. What is interesting for our purposes is how Fergus is rep-
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resented as comingto accept that he loves Dil, even though his heterosexu-
ality was not previously in doubt. Love transcends meregenderboundaries;
not only is that a theme of the film, but the audience is also positioned to
wantFergus and Dil to continue their erotic friendship, even after it is clear
thatDil isaman. Because we aremultiply identified with Fergus andbecause
Fergus comes to accept his love for Dil, we too are encouraged to accept it.
Here identification with a character whose attitudes toward homosexuality
change fundamentally in thecourse of thefilm also encourages theaudience
through empathy to want the relationship to work out, and thus also en
courages them to questiontheir attitudes towardhomosexuality.24 This,then,
isaparticularly clear example ofa film thatdeploys identification togetaudi
ences to reconsider their emotional responses and to learn from a fictional
situation.

Letterfrom an Unhwwn Woman is on the face of it a film that falls well
within the conventions of the "woman's picture." Lisa (Joan Fontaine), the
unknown woman of the title, loves Stefan (Louis Jourdan) from a distance
and is enamored of his musical prowess, the sense of culture and mystery
that he brings to her cramped bourgeois life,when she first encounters him
at puberty. Yet shetalksto him onlya handfulof timesand goes to bed with
him only once, from which she conceives a son. For the sake of that son, she
marries an honorable man, whom she respects but does not love, but throws
it all away when she meets Stefan years later. Yet Stefan does not recognize
her, and sheleaves hisapartment distraught, apparently having finally seen
through hissuperficial charm and having grasped the fact that she was no
more than another conquest to him.Yet the filmis structured around the let
ter shewrites to him while she isdying, a letter that reveals her still-hopeless
infatuation with him, a letterthat avers thegreat good that could have come
out of their love—if onlyhe couldhave remembered her, if onlyhe could
have recognized that she was his true muse, the woman who could havelent
meaningto his life. Stefan, readingthe letter, apparentlyaccepts his respon
sibility and his failure, goes off to fight a duel with Lisa's husband, and thus
departs to his certain death.

On the face of it, the film is a paradigm melodrama, a picture that in
tends not so much to jerk tears as to ladle them out in bucketfuls.And there
isno doubt about the audience'smultiple identificationwith Lisa. Tiers is the
voiceover, and almost all the scenes in flashback are those in which she fea

tures; she is quiet and beautiful with a childlike charm and an impressive
determination. Theaudience is thus epistemically, affectively, and empathi-
cally identified with her, and there is no doubt about the resultingsympathy
that they are encouraged to feel for her.Yet in a real sense, Lisa never learns
the significance of what has happened to her.Her dyingletter isa testament
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Stefan (LouisJourdan) and Lisa (Joan Fontaine) stand before the gaze of the
jealous husband. From Max Ophuls's Letter from an Unknown Woman (1948).

to how if only Stefan had been able to love truly, to dedicate himself to her,
their liveswould have been immeasurably richer. So identification with Lisa
on this interpretation of the film would lead to a reinforcement of the ro
mantic attitudes that many of the original audience presumably brought
with them when they came to see the film.

There is another way to interpret the film, however. Lisa is an obsessive
person, unable to recognize that she is projecting her romantic fantasies onto
a figure who does not in the least conform to them, and that she is pursuing
these fantasies literally to the death, even though there is abundant evidence
that she is deluding herself in a way guaranteed to lead to disaster. For this
view there is much evidence in the film. Lisa says things in her letter that are
contradicted by what we see: for instance, that "I've had no will but his [Ste
fan's] ever,"whereas in fact it is transparently clear that Lisa has a very strong
will of her own (she is willing to throw away her marriage on a chance of
being with Stefan), while Stefan wanders through lifewith little sense of di
rection (he admits that he rarely actually reaches any place for which he sets
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out). These and other clues in the film give the audience evidence for a
counter-perspective in the film, a point ofviewthat isnot Lisa's, whichshows
us that Lisa's views are partly fantasized distortions of her true situation.25

Onthissecond (and I thinkbetter)way of interpretingthe film, theaudi
enceis encouraged to identify with Lisa in several respects but is also pro
vided with evidence that her actions are in certain respects foolish and self-
deluded. If it grasps this counter-evidence, then what it haslearnedfrom the
film isthat certain of its romantic valuesare distorted, tending to encourage
potentially disastrous self-delusions. Because the audience so much identi
fies with Lisa, it should take that lesson to heart; it cannot stand back and
think that what has been shown about Lisa's values has nothing to do with
its own, since it has seen those values enacted in a woman with whom it has
closely identified. This, then, is the second way that identification with a
character may teach an audience aboutcorrect emotional responses. Onthis
model, the character doesnot grow emotionally, but the audience does be
cause of theway it hasdiscovered that itsvalues are flawed. Here identifica
tion plays a more indirect cognitive role than on the first model: to learn
what it is appropriate to feel, theaudience has to be prepared to detect the
existence ofa counter-perspective to that of the character. Butidentification
functions to drive the lesson home, to show that the values and attitudes
under attack are the audience's own, and thus to create the possibility of a
real, lived change in their basiccommitments. Asthis possibility illustrates,
the Brechtian idea that identification must always function so as to render
the audience uncritically receptive to conventional values is false. Identifica
tion maywork in an appropriatecontext to drivehome some hard lessons.

I have argued that philosophers and film theorists who reject the cen-
trality of the psychoanalytic paradigm should not also reject, as theyall too
often do,theidea of identification. Despite thecriticisms that have been laid
against the coherence and the explanatory power of the concept, it does in
fact have a valuable role of play in understanding our emotional responses
toward films. As used byaudiences to describe and explain theirreactions to
films, it is undoubtedly somewhat crude. But once we make necessary dis
tinctions, the concept can be refined so that it plays a valuable part in film
theory and in the analysis of individual films. Abandoning the idea of iden
tification because of its deployment in psychoanalytic theoryisworse than
throwing thebaby out with thebathwater. It isa failure to identify with the
baby.

ELEVEN

Gangsters, Cannibals, Aesthetes,
or Apparently Perverse Allegiances

MURRAY SMITH

I am not more certain that I breathe, than that the assurance of the wrong or
error ofany action is often the one unconquerable/orce which impels us, and
alone impels us to its prosecution.

Edgar Allen Poe,"TheImp of thePerverse"

The subject ofperversity is one that has often been seen tohave an intimate
connection with the cinema—either in terms of certain film genres which
are said (by some) topander to"perverse" tastes and desires (pornography,
horror),or,more broadly, in termsof the general conditions of spectatorship
in the cinema,which are said (by some) to engender voyeurism, fetishism,
andeven sado-masochism. ThefurorsurroundingDavid Cronenberg's Crash
(1996) might be seen as acondensed emblem ofall these associations. Though
these are subjects I will inevitably traverse in thecourse of this chapter, my
target will bea broader andmore inclusive notion of"perversity."1 "Perver
sion" istechnically defined as turning orbeing deflected "from what isright,
good, proper" (from the Latin pervers, "askew")2 and has as much force in
phrases like "perverting the course of justice" as in arguments about the
nature ofsexual perversion. So Iwill base my arguments onan understand
ing of the term "perversion" which refers essentially to the deliberate viola
tion of moral precepts.

At the most general level, my concern will be with the ways in which,
and the reasons for which, we are interested in representations of deliberate
wrongdoing, or "wickedness of will," as one recent studycharacterizes per
versity.3 More particularly, andin line with thesubject matter ofthis volume,
I want to consider the nature of our emotional responses to representations
of"evil" and perversity; to askwhether, and underwhat circumstances, we
are appalled andhorrified bysuch representations, or delighted by them, or
perhaps ambivalent in our responses to them.I shall argue that there are a
variety ofaesthetic approaches to perverse subject matter, each ofwhich in-


